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WASHINGTON, D.C. June 26, 2020
TO: NCSEJ Leadership and Interested Parties
FROM: James Schiller, Chairman;
Mark B. Levin, Executive Vice-Chairman & CEO

Dear Friend,

On Wednesday, NCSEJ welcomed James Schiller as our new chairman
at our first ever virtual Board of Governors meeting. We also honored
outgoing chair Daniel Rubin for his service over the last four years.
The Board heard from the Foreign Minister of Bulgaria, Ekaterina
Zaharieva and Assistant Secretary of State for Europe and Eurasia,
Phillip Reeker. Please see the press release for more details.
Polish President Andrzej Duda made a brief visit to Washington, D.C.
this week where he met with President Trump. Their meeting took
place on the eve of presidential elections in Poland. According to
political analysts the timing of the trip should provide a boast for
President Duda who is in a tightening race.
Also, Belorussians are preparing for their next presidential election on
Sunday, August 9. Long-time President Alexander Lukashenko Is
running for a sixth term, and is expected to win again. There have
been mass protests and arrests of political opponents since official
campaigning began earlier this month.
NCSEJ plans to continue our successful webinar series on issues
related to Eurasia throughout the summer.
Sincerely,

Mark B. Levin
NCSEJ Executive Vice-Chairman & CEO

If you enjoy these Newsletters, please consider
making a donation to NCSEJ to help us support
the Jewish communities of Eurasia during these
uncertain times.
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Slonim Great Synagogue – Update on Progress
Foundation for Jewish Heritage | June 25, 2020
The London-based Foundation for Jewish Heritage is advancing its plans to
preserve the Great Synagogue of Slonim in appointing the Belarusian Voluntary
Society for the Protection of Historical and Cultural Monuments as architectural
consultants to undertake design studies.
The Great Synagogue, a majestic baroque structure, has overlooked Slonim’s
central market since the 1640s. It has tremendous significance as testimony to

the centuries-old Jewish life and contribution in the region.
The Foundation has been working for some time with local partners on the
Synagogue’s preservation, and has funded a building survey, roof repairs and the
installation of equipment to monitor structural movement.
Prior to formalising any intent to purchase, the Foundation has been keen to
ensure that its approach is thorough, consultative, and able to deliver a long-term
solution for the Synagogue as a profound educational site, memorial and historic
landmark.
Read the full article here.
Helping Putin Russify Non-Russians Would Be a Horrific Mistake
Paul Globle
The Jamestown Foundation | June 24, 2020
Changes in the top management of the United States’ international broadcasting
services over the last several weeks have attracted enormous attention and
criticism from various quarters. But rumors have been swirling about a second
change that could prove equally consequential. Some who closely follow
developments at Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty have suggested that the
management plans to eliminate the North Caucasus Service or fold its staff into
the Russian Service. As those suggesting that this is the direction things are
moving have noted, this would be disastrous both practically and symbolically.
I am pleased to report that their fears are overblown, that some of what I wrote
was incorrect, and that the North Caucasus Service is not going to be disbanded
or become part of the Russian Service. That is not a decision RFE/RL
management can take on its own: It would require Congressional action,
something highly unlikely.
Read the full article here.
Russia holds Victory Day military parade and, for a day, forgets the
grinding pandemic
Robyn Dixon
The Washington Post | June 24, 2020
MOSCOW — Russians celebrated Victory Day on Wednesday, marking the 75th
anniversary of the Soviet Union's defeat of the Nazis in World War II, as President
Vladimir Putin sought to shed the political setbacks of the coronavirus pandemic
and drum up national pride in preparation for a nationwide vote on constitutional
changes that could let him stay in power until 2036.
The holiday was actually May 9, but the military parade had to be postponed
because of the novel coronavirus.
For Russians, Victory Day is perhaps the nation’s most emotional holiday and
evokes triumphant memories of wartime heroism darkened by the cruel sacrifice
of 27 million Soviet citizens who died in what is known here as the Great Patriotic
War. Russian state television has been running a nonstop rolling banner on the
right-hand side of the screen listing the names of every known casualty.
Read the full article here.
Russia-Serbia Special Relationship Is On Borrowed Time
Maxim Samorukov
Carnegie Moscow Center | June 24, 2020
Serbian elections have long been dominated by pro-Russian politicians. There are
few who would dare criticize Russian President Vladimir Putin, who is popular
among Serbs. Still, the outcome of the June 21 parliamentary election broke all
the records: Serbian President Aleksandar Vucic, Moscow’s closest ally in the
Balkans, gained control of nearly all the seats.
His faction, together with its junior coalition partners, now has more than 230 of
the 250 seats. The only opposition party to clear the electoral threshold of 3
percent got just 4.1 percent of the vote, and even it is prepared to discuss joining
the ruling coalition. The others either failed to clear the 3 percent threshold, or
boycotted the elections in protest at Vucic’s autocratic rule.
A parliament in which all the deputies vote unanimously is perfect for resolving
the main problem in Serbian foreign policy: Kosovo. Whatever that resolution may
be, it will mean an end to the previous “special relationship” between Russia and
Serbia.

Read the full article here.
Belarusian spring? What we know about Belarusian society
Olga Dryndova
The New Eastern Europe l June 24, 2020
“The wind of change” is sweeping through the Belarusian society – one would
definitely have this feeling after following the news of the last couple of months.
An unprecedented level of self-organisation and solidarity during the COVID-19
pandemic seems to have been transferred directly to the presidential electoral
campaign. Pictures of people waiting nationwide for hours in queues to sign for
“any candidate but Lukashenka” illustrate the rather unexpected and swift
politicisation of wide social circles far beyond the classical organised opposition.
Self-organisation, solidarity and politicisation – these are so far the three key
words of the Belarusian Spring of 2020. Let us examine these tendencies and see
what they reveal about the Belarusian society.
Read the full article here.
Putin’s fundamental amendment
Mikhail Turchenko
Riddle.io | June 25, 2020
In his annual address to the Federal Assembly on January 15, Vladimir Putin
proposed constitutional amendments that amount to his largest attempt thus far
of revising Russia’s fundamental law. Two months later, on March 14, 2020, the
presidential bill titled ‘On improving the regulation of certain issues related to the
organisation and functioning of public authority’ was published. Before that, the
bill had passed through the Federal Assembly. It was approved by all regional
parliaments within two days. The constitutional reform will culminate in a popular
vote, now set for July 1.
On December 20, 2012, at a press conference, a journalist from the Izvestia
newspaper asked Putin whether he thought that ‘the personalist authoritarian
regime’ built in the 2000s was viable. His answer points to a plausible
interpretation of the 2020 reform and the popular vote meant to legitimise it.
First, Putin disagreed that the system he built was authoritarian; he noted he had
observed term limits and did not stand for election in 2008. Secondly, he stated:
‘If I believed that a totalitarian or authoritarian system was the most preferable, I
would have simply changed the constitution, it would have been relatively easy
to do. It doesn’t even require any sort of national vote, it is enough to reach a
decision in the parliament.’
As follows from Putin’s words, the national vote is pointless in the case of
constitutional amendments. Of all the amendments, which enlarge the volume of
the fundamental law by 40%, the one that resets Putin’s time as president to zero
is the only one that really matters.
Read the full article here.
Poland accuses Putin of whitewashing Soviet role in start of World War
II
The Jerusalem Post | June 20, 2020
The government of Poland is claiming that Russian President Vladimir Putin is
attempting to rewrite the history of World War II by downplaying Soviet war
crimes in an op-ed he submitted to The National Interest, in which he examined
the events of World War Two ahead of a Red Square parade next week to mark
the 75th anniversary of the Soviet victory over Nazi Germany.
In the article titled "The Real Lessons of the 75th Anniversary of World War II"
Putin stated that "the Soviet Union... claimed an epic, crushing victory over
Nazism and saved the entire world" while adding that Poland alongside the
United States and the United Kingdom among other countries involved in the
Treaty of Versailles were to share partial blame in the start of World War II.
According to the Associated Press, a spokesperson for the head of Polish security
services Stanislaw Zaryn noted Putin's op-ed as being “an element of an
ongoing, persistent information war Russia wages against the West.”
"If Putin were a historian, this paper would never have passed the peer review.
But he is not," Sergey Radchenko, a Cold War historian at Cardiff University, said
on Twitter. "He is just writing up historical narrative that would support his
shallow claims to greatness as he seeks to perpetuate his rule. So, thumbs down
from me, alas."

He added, "the overall conclusion is of course it's a piece of crude propaganda."
Read the full article here.
Tajikistan intensifies and broadens war on journalists
Eurasia.net | June 24, 2020
Tajikistan’s war on independent journalists is reaching a new pitch, not just
growing in intensity, but also taking on new forms.
This week, state television broadcast a three-part series focusing on the regime’s
perceived enemies. Two episodes were devoted to government bête noire
Muhiddin Kabiri, an exiled opposition politician who leads the banned Islamic
Renaissance Party of Tajikistan, or IRPT, and his alleged but undocumented
subversive activities.
In the third, one-hour-long episode, attention turned to journalists said to be
working for Prague-based outlet Akhbor. The program referred to reporters by
name and detailed the amounts of money they are meant to have earned from
working for the website.
One correspondent from the town of Penjikent, Khurshed Fozilov, is said to have
received $3,910 over three years. Another, Saodat Ismoilova, from the Asht
district in northern Sughd region, earned $1,670.
An ominous voiceover then proceeds to allege, without producing evidence, that
the editor of the website, Mirzo Salimpur, is working at the behest of Kabiri and a
“Muslim country known to everybody.”
That country is never named, although historic state attack propaganda makes it
clear this is a reference to Iran. Tajikistan routinely resorts to demonizing the
government in Tehran as a would-be sponsor of destabilizing activities,
something it does in part by supposedly financing the IRPT. Since the two
countries are currently experiencing relatively cordial relations, however, state
media has refrained on this occasion from actually naming Iran.
Read the full article here.
Sebastian Kurz has totally shifted Austria’s treatment of Israel. Is it
because of a bromance with Benjamin Netanyahu?
Cnann Lipshiz
JTA | June 19, 2020
(JTA) — Austria is led by one of the country’s most remarkable politicians in
recent decades: Sebastian Kurz, who was elected chancellor in 2017 at just 31
years old.
Kurz is immediately striking for a world leader — he’s tall and boyishly
handsome, with a mane of slicked-back hair. Since taking the reins, his
conservative People’s Party has commanded Austrian politics with force,
legislating a slew of new economic policies and cracking down on immigration.
Following a scandal in an allied party last year that collapsed Kurz’s parliament
coalition and forced a new election, the People’s Party came back even stronger,
winning nine new parliament seats.
Davidi Hermelin, who heads the International Centre for Public Diplomacy in
Israel, is a friend of Kurz and has observed his rise up the ladder of Austrian
politics.
“He has a quiet charisma that makes people instinctively notice him. It’s
indescribable but you notice its effect on a room: People go quiet when he opens
his mouth,” said Hermelin, a former president of the Young Likud division of
Israel’s ruling party. “He’s courteous, friendly but not gushing. He behaves like
what you would expect from a prince.”
One of the fellow world leaders Kurz feels closest to is Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu. That could help explain why Kurz has reversed his
country’s stance toward Israel during his tenure from very critical to very
supportive.
Read the full article here.
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